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HIERARCHICAL STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODEL FOR COMMUNITY
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Abstract. Multiplex networks have become increasingly more prevalent in many
fields, and have emerged as a powerful tool for modeling the complexity of real net-
works. There is a critical need for developing inference models for multiplex networks
that can take into account potential dependencies across different layers, particularly
when the aim is community detection. We add to a limited literature by proposing a
novel and efficient Bayesian model for community detection in multiplex networks. A
key feature of our approach is the ability to model varying communities at different
network layers. In contrast, many existing models assume the same communities for all
layers. Moreover, our model automatically picks up the necessary number of communi-
ties at each layer (as validated by real data examples). This is appealing, since deciding
the number of communities is a challenging aspect of community detection, and espe-
cially so in the multiplex setting, if one allows the communities to change across layers.
Borrowing ideas from hierarchical Bayesian modeling, we use a hierarchical Dirichlet
prior to model community labels across layers, allowing dependency in their structure.
Given the community labels, a stochastic block model (SBM) is assumed for each layer.
We develop an efficient slice sampler for sampling the posterior distribution of the com-
munity labels as well as the link probabilities between communities. In doing so, we
address some unique challenges posed by coupling the complex likelihood of SBM with
the hierarchical nature of the prior on the labels. An extensive empirical validation
is performed on simulated and real data, demonstrating the superior performance of
the model over single-layer alternatives, as well as the ability to uncover interesting
structures in real networks.
Keywords: Community detection; Hierarchical Stochastic block model (HSBM); Mul-
tiplex networks; Hierarchical Dirichlet Process; Random partition.
1. Introduction
Networks, which are used to model interactions among a set of entities, have emerged
as one of the most powerful tools for modern data analysis. The last few decades have
witnessed explosions in the development of models, theory, and algorithms for network
analysis. Modern network data are often complex and heterogeneous. To model such
heterogeneity, multiplex networks, which also go by various other qualifiers (multiple-
layer, multiple-slice, multi-array, multi-relational), have arisen as a useful representation
of complex networks.
A multiplex network typically consists of a fixed set of nodes but multiple types of
edges, often representing heterogeneous relationships as well as the dynamic nature of
the edges. These networks have become increasingly prevalent in many applications.
Typical examples include various types of dynamic networks [4, 23] including temporal
networks, dynamic social networks [9] and dynamic biological networks such as protein
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networks [37]. An example of a multiplex social network is the Twitter network where
different edge information is available such as “mention”, “follow” and “retweet” [17].
Another example is the co-authorship network where the authors are recorded on rela-
tionships such as “co-publishes”, “convenes” and “cites” [18]. Many other examples can
be found in economy [31], neuroscience [13], biology [14] and so on.
Due to the ubiquity of multiplex network data, there is a critical need for developing
realistic statistical models that can handle their complex structures. There has already
been growing efforts in extending static (or single-layered) statistical network models to
the multiplex setting [26]. Many statistical metrics have already been extended from
basic notions such as degree and node centrality [7, 2] to the clustering coefficient and
modularity [10, 6]. Popular latent space models [32] have also been extended to dy-
namic [34] and multiplex [16, 33] networks. Based on such models, one can perform
learning tasks such as link probability estimation or link prediction.
Another task that has been extensively studied in single-layer networks is community
detection, that is, clustering nodes into groups or communities. There have already
been a few works proposing models or algorithms for community detection in multiplex
and multilayer networks [26, 3, 22, 38, 12, 5]. The general strategy adopted is to either
transform a multiplex network into a static one and then apply the existing community
detection algorithms, or extend a model from static networks to the multiplex setting.
One of the key shortcomings of many existing methods is that communities across differ-
ent layers are assumed to be the same, which is clearly restrictive and often unrealistic.
Instead, there is interest in monitoring or exploring how the communities vary across
different layers or evolve across different time points.
We propose a novel Bayesian community detection model, namely, the hierarchical
stochastic block model (HSBM) for multiplex networks that is fundamentally different
from the existing approaches. Specifically, we impose a random partition prior based
on the hierarchical Dirichlet process [36] on communities (or partitions) across different
layers. Given these communities, a stochastic block model is assumed for each layer. One
of the appealing features of our model is allowing the communities to vary across different
layers of the network while being able to incorporate potential dependency across them.
The hierarchical aspect of HSBM allows for effective borrowing of information or strength
across different layers for improved estimation. Our approach has the added advantage
of being able to handle a broad class of networks by allowing the number of nodes to vary,
and not necessarily imposing the nodes to be fixed across layers. In addition, HSBM
inherits the desirable property of hierarchical Dirichlet priors that allow for automatic
and adaptive selection of the number of communities (for each layer) based on the data.
Our simulation study in Section 4 confirms that HSBM significantly outperforms a
model that assumes independence of layers, especially when it comes to matching com-
munity labels across layers. In particular, the superior performance of our model over
its independent single-layer counterpart is manifested by the significant improvement in
the slicewise or aggregate NMI measures.
Although a hierarchical Dirichlet process is a natural choice for modeling dependent
partition structures, extending the ideas from simple mixture models to community
structured network models is not that straightforward. In particular, leveraging ideas
from one of our recent works [1], we develop a new and efficient slice sampler for exact
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sampling of the posterior of HSBM for inference. We will discuss some of the technical
difficulties in Remark 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces the HSBM in details.
Section 3 is devoted to describing a novel MCMC algorithm for inference of HSBM.
Simulation study and real data analysis are presented in Sections 4 and 5. The code for
all the experiments is available at [27]. We conclude with a discussion in Section 6.
2. Hierarchical stochastic block model (HSBM)
Consider a multiplex network with T layers (or T types of edge relations) and nt nodes
with labels in [nt] = {1, . . . , nt} for each layer t = 1, . . . , T . Denote by At the adjacency
matrix of the network at layer t, so that an observed multiplex network consists of the
collection At ∈ {0, 1}nt×nt for t = 1, . . . , T . We let A denote this collection and view it
as a (partial or irregular) adjacency tensor. That is, A = (Atij, t ∈ [T ], i, j ∈ [nt]) and
At = (Atij, i, j ∈ [nt]) where Atij = 1 if nodes i and j in layer t are connected. Our goal
is to estimate the clustering or community structure of the nodes in each layer, given A.
Specifically, to each node i, at each layer t, we assign a community label, encoded in
a variable Z = (zti) ∈ NT×nt , where N = {1, 2, . . . , } is the set of natural numbers. Let
ηt = (ηtxy)x,y ∈ [0, 1]N×N, ηtxy ≡ ηt(x, y),(2.1)
be a matrix of link probabilities between communities, indexed by N2, for t = 1, . . . , T .
At times, we will use the equivalent notation ηt(x, y) ≡ ηtxy to increase readability.
For example, we interpret ηt12 = ηt(1, 2) as the probability of an edge being formed
between a node from community 1 and a node from community 2 at layer t. Note that
we have assumed that the total number of community labels is infinite. However, for a
given adjacency matrix At observed at layer t, the number of community labels is finite,
unknown, and will be denoted by Kt.
For each layer t, we model the distribution of the adjacency matrix At ∈ {0, 1}nt×nt
as a stochastic block model (SBM) with membership vector zt = (zti) ∈ Nnt , and edge
probability matrix ηt, that is,
At | zt,ηt,∼ SBM(zt;ηt) ⇐⇒ Atij iid∼Ber
(
ηt(zti, ztj)
)
, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ nt.
In an SBM, the link probability between nodes i and j is uniquely determined by which
communities these nodes belong to. In our notation, at a layer t, the link probability
between nodes i and j is given by ηt(zti, ztj). Note that our SBM notation is slightly
different from the traditional stochastic block model where the set of community labels
is random. In writing SBM(z;η), we assume that z is given and nonrandom.
If there is belief or prior information that the community structure in one layer of
the network is independent of the others, independent stochastic block models (SBM)
could be assumed for the At’s. This assumption is, however, too restrictive when we
are dealing with networks of different kinds of relations, but among the same set of
nodes. The other extreme is to assume that all layers in the network share the same
partition—meaning that zt = z for all t and the At’s are conditionally independent
given z.
We believe, however, that a model that can incorporate various dependencies between
these two extremes is more appropriate in many applications. In other words, it may be
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desirable to allow some change in the partition structure between layers, but also impose
some kind of dependence among them. Here, we propose a model that achieves this goal
by allowing the community structures at various layers to be different but dependent,
using a hierarchical specification for the distribution of the partitions.
2.1. Hierarchical community prior. Before stating the prior on the labels, let us
introduce a simplification, namely, that ηt does not vary by layer. Therefore, we drop
index t, and denote the matrix of link probabilities by η and its elements by ηxy ≡ η(x, y).
This assumption is not necessarily restrictive since, as will become clear shortly, our
model allows for an infinite number of communities. By imposing this restriction, we
are simply stating that cluster i at a certain layer corresponds to the same cluster i at
every other layer.
Our key idea is to impose a dependent random partition prior on the membership labels
at different layers, i.e., zt, t ∈ [T ]. We adopt the prior based on a hierarchical Dirichlet
process (HDP). More precisely, we have the following specification for the overall model:
pi | γ0 ∼ GEM(γ0)(2.2)
wt | α0,pi ∼ DP(α0,pi)(2.3)
zti | wt ∼ wt(2.4)
η = (ηxy)
iid∼ Beta(αη, βη)(2.5)
At | zt,η ∼ SBM(zt,η)(2.6)
for i = 1, . . . , nt and t = 1, . . . , T , where the draws across i and t are independent.
GEM stands for Griffiths, Engen and McCloskey [30]; it is a distribution for a random
measure on N which has the well-known stick-breaking construction [35]. DP stands for
the Dirichlet process [15] and Beta for the usual Beta distribution. Both pi and wt are
random measures supported on N and all wts are controlled by same pi which acts as
the base measure of the Dirichlet process generating them. Note that we have set
zt = (zti, i ∈ [nt]), At = (Atij) ∈ {0, 1}nt×nt .
The last line, (2.6), can be written explicitly as
Atij | zt,η ∼ Ber(ηzti,ztj), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ nt,
Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of the hierarchical structure of the model.
The first three equations, (2.2)–(2.4), in the model above are basically similar to the
ones in equation (19) of the original HDP paper [36]. These three equations constitute
the label part of the model which can be equivalently described as
pi | γ0 ∼ GEM(γ0), pi = (pik)
γt | α0 ∼ GEM(α0), γt = (γtg)
ktg | pi ∼ pi, g ∈ N,
gti | γt ∼ γt, i = 1, . . . , nt
zti | gt,kt = kt,gti .
(2.7)
We assume that the reader is familiar with the HDP and its various interpretations, and
in particular, the Chinese Restaurant Franchise process (CRF); see for example [36]. In
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Figure 1. Hierarchical Stochastic Block Model
the CRF interpretation, each layer t of the network corresponds to a restaurant, and
nodes are gathered around tables, or groups, in each restaurant. The variable gti denotes
the group of node i in restaurant (i.e., layer) t. All the nodes in the same group g, at
the same layer t, share the same dish (i.e., community) which is denoted by ktg.
Thus, given all the groups gt = (gti)i and group-communities kt = (ktg)g, the label
of node i (at layer t) is uniquely determined, as in the last line of (2.7). For more
details on the equivalence of (2.7) and the model described by (2.2)–(2.4), as well as the
interpretation of latent variable γt, we refer to [1].
Using the equivalent representation (2.7), the joint density for the label part of the
model can be expressed as:
p(g,k,γ ′,pi′) =
T∏
t=1
[
p(gt|γt) p(γ ′t) p(kt|pi)
]
p(pi′),(2.8)
where p(gt|γt) =
∏nt
i=1 γt,gti and p(kt|pi) =
∏∞
g=1 piktg . The new variables γ
′
t and pi
′ are
related to γt and pi via the stick-breaking construction for the GEM distribution [35, 19].
The idea behind this construction is to imagine a stick with length 1, which will be
successively broken into smaller pieces. Let F : [0, 1]N → [0, 1]N be given by
[F (x)]1 := x1, [F (x)]j := xj
j−1∏
`=1
(1− x`),(2.9)
where x = (xj, j ∈ N). The idea is that [F (x)]j is the length of the piece broken at
iteration j after successive fractions x1, x2, . . . , xj are broken off. Both pi and γj have
stick-breaking representations of this form:
γ′tg ∼ Beta(1, α0), pi′k ∼ Beta(1, γ0),
γt = F (γ
′
t), pi = F (pi
′),
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where γ ′t = (γ
′
tg) and β
′ = (β′k). Let bα(·) be the density of Beta(1, α), that is, bα(x) ∝
(1− x)α−1. Then, we can write:
p(g,k,γ ′,pi′) =
T∏
t=1
(
nt∏
i=1
γt,gti
∞∏
g=1
bα0(γ
′
tg)
∞∏
g=1
piktg
) ∞∏
k=1
bγ0(pi
′
k).(2.10)
Adding the network part, we have the full joint density:
p(A,η, g,k,γ ′,pi′) = p(A | g,k,η) · p(g,k,γ ′,pi′) · p(η)
=
T∏
t=1
( ∏
1≤i<j≤nt
L
(
η(kt,gti , kt,gtj);Atij
) nt∏
i=1
γt,gti
∞∏
g=1
bα0(γ
′
tg)
∞∏
g=1
piktg
)
×
∞∏
k=1
bγ0(pi
′
k)
∏
1≤k≤`<∞
bαη ,βη(ηk`),
(2.11)
where L(p; a) = pa(1 − p)1−a is the Bernoulli likelihood and bα,β(·) is the density of
Beta(α, β). Note that we have used the alternative notation η(x, y) = ηxy for readability.
In the next section, we derive a novel MCMC algorithms for sampling the posterior
distribution of our model.
3. Slice sampling for HSBM
We propose a slice sampler for HSBM, based on a slice sampling algorithm we recently
developed for HDP [1]. Recall that in slice sampling from a density f(x), we introduce
the nonnegative variable u, and look at the joint density g(x, u) = 1{0 ≤ u ≤ f(x)}
whose marginal over x is f(x). Then, we perform Gibbs sampling on the joint g. In the
end, we only keep samples of x and discard those of u. This idea has been employed
in [20] to sample from the classical DP mixture and extended in [1] to sample HDPs.
In order to perform the slice sampling for HSBM, we introduce (independent) variables
u = (uti) and v = (vtg) so that the augmented joint density for (2.8) is
p(g,k,γ ′,pi′,u,v) = p(g,u | γ) · p(γ ′) · p(k,v | pi) · p(pi′),
where for example
p(g,u | γ) =
T∏
t=1
nt∏
i=1
1{0 ≤ uti ≤ γt,gti},
and similarly for p(k,v | pi). Note that marginalizing out u from p(g,u | γ) gives back
p(g | γ) = ∏t∏i γt,gti as before. The full augmented joint density is now
p(A,η, g,k,γ ′,pi′,u,v) = p(A | g,k,η) · p(g,k,γ ′,pi′,u,v) · p(η)
=
T∏
t=1
 ∏
1≤i<j≤nt
L
(
η(kt,gti , kt,gtj );Atij
) nt∏
i=1
1{uti ≤ γt,gti}
∞∏
g=1
bα0(γ
′
tg)
∞∏
g=1
1{vtg ≤ piktg}
×
∞∏
k=1
bγ0(pi
′
k)
∏
1≤k≤`<∞
bαη ,βη(ηk`),
(3.1)
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with the support understood to be restricted to u ≥ 0 and v ≥ 0. We then perform
block Gibbs sampling on the augmented density. Note that marginalizing variables (ut)
and (vt) out, we get back original joint density (2.11). The idea is to sample (γ
′,u)
jointly given the rest of variables, and similarly for (pi′,v). The updates for variables
u,γ ′,v and pi′ are similar to those in [1]. However, the updates for the underlying latent
groups g and group-communities k require some care due to the coupling introduced by
the SBM likelihood. As can be seen from the derivation below, these updates will be
quite nontrivial in the case of SBM relative to case where the bottom layer is a simple
mixture model.
3.1. Sampling (u,γ ′) | · · · . First, we sample (u | γ ′,Θ−uγ′), where Θ−uγ′ denotes
all variables except u and γ ′. This density factorizes and coordinate posteriors are
p(uti | γ ′,Θ−uγ′) ∝ 1{uti ≤ γt,gti}, that is
uti | γ ′,Θ−uγ′ ∼ Unif(0, γt,gti).
Next, we sample from (γ ′ | Θ−uγ′). To do this, we first marginalize out u in (3.1) which
gives back (2.11). The corresponding posterior is, thus, proportional to (2.11) viewed
only as a function of γ ′. The posterior factorizes over t and g and we have [1, Lemma 1]
γ′tg | Θ−uγ′ ∼ Beta
(
ng(gt) + 1, n>g(gt) + α0
)
,(3.2)
where ng(gt) = |{i : gti = g}| and n>g(gt) = |{i : gti > g}|.
3.2. Sampling (v,pi′) | · · · . First, we sample (v | pi′,Θ−vpi′) which factorizes and
coordinate posteriors are p(vtg | pi′,Θ−vpi′) ∝ 1{vtg ≤ βktg}, that is
vtg | pi′,Θ−vpi′ ∼ Unif(0, piktg).
Next, we sample from (pi′ | Θ−vpi′). As in the case of γ ′, we first marginalize v which
leads to the usual block Gibbs sampler updates: The posterior factorizes over k, and
pi′k | Θ−vpi′ ∼ Beta
(
nk(k) + 1, n>k(k) + γ0
)
,(3.3)
where nk(k) = |{(t, g) : ktg = k}| and similarly for n>k(k).
3.3. Sampling g | · · · . This posterior factorizes over t (but not over i). From (3.1), we
have
P(gti = g | g−ti,Θ−g) ∝
∏
j∈[nt]\{i}
L
(
η(ktg, kt,gtj);Atij
)
1{uti ≤ γtg}.(3.4)
Let Gti := G(γt;uti) := sup{g : uti ≤ γtg}. According to the above gti given everything
else will be distributed as
gti | · · · ∼
(
ρti(g)
)
g ∈ [Gti],
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where we have defined
ρti(g) :=
∏
j∈[nt]\{i}
L
(
η(ktg, kt,gtj);Atij
)
=
∏
j∈[nt]\{i}
∏
`
[
L
(
η(ktg, `);Atij
)]1{kt,gtj=`}
=
∏
j∈[nt]\{i}
∏
`
[
η(ktg, `)
Atij [1− η(ktg, `)]1−Atij
]1{kt,gtj=`}
=
∏
`
η(ktg, `)
τti` [1− η(ktg, `)]mti`−τti` ,
where
τti` :=
∑
j∈[nt]\{i}
Atij1{kt,gtj = `}, mti` :=
∑
j∈[nt]\{i}
1{kt,gtj = `}.(3.5)
These expressions can be simplified by noting that kt,gtj = ztj.
3.4. Sampling k | · · · . This posterior also factorizes over t (but not over g). First, note
that since we are conditioning on g, we can simplify as∏
1≤i<j≤nt
L
(
η(kt,gti , kt,gtj);Atij
)
=
∏
1≤i<j≤nt
∞∏
g,g′=1
[
L
(
η(ktg, ktg′);Atij
)]1{gti=g, gtj=g′}
=
∏
1≤i<j≤nt
∞∏
g,g′=1
[
η(ktg, ktg′)
Atij [1− η(ktg, ktg′)]1−Atij
]1{gti=g, gtj=g′}
=
∞∏
g,g′=1
η(ktg, ktg′)
ξtgg′ [1− η(ktg, ktg′)]Otgg′−ξtgg′ ,
where
ξtgg′ :=
∑
1≤i<j≤nt
Atij1{gti = g, gtj = g′}, Otgg′ :=
∑
1≤i<j≤nt
1{gti = g, gtj = g′}.(3.6)
Note that ξtgg′ is not symmetric in g and g
′. Let us define
htgg′(k, `) := η(k, `)
ξtgg′ [1− η(k, `)]Otgg′−ξtgg′ ,
so that we have ∏
1≤i<j≤nt
L
(
η(kt,gti , kt,gtj);Atij
)
=
∞∏
g,g′=1
htgg′(ktg, ktg′).
It is not hard to see that the posterior of k | · · · factorizes over t, and for any fixed t,
p(kt | k−t,Θ−k) ∝
∞∏
g,g′=1
htgg′(ktg, ktg′)
∞∏
g=1
1{vtg ≤ piktg}.(3.7)
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It then follows that for any fixed t and g:
p(ktg | k−tg,Θ−k) ∝ 1{vtg ≤ piktg}htgg(ktg, ktg)
∏
g′: g′ 6=g
[
htgg′(ktg, ktg′)htg′g(ktg′ , ktg)
](3.8)
By symmetry of η(k, `) in its two argument, htgg′(k, `) is also symmetric in (k, `), hence
htgg′(k, `)htg′g(`, k) = η(k, `)
ξ˜tgg′ [1− η(k, `)]O˜tgg′−ξ˜tgg′
=: h˜tgg′(k, `),
(3.9)
where
ξ˜tgg′ = ξtgg′ + ξtg′g, O˜tgg′ = Otgg′ +Otg′g.
We note that
ξ˜tgg′ :=
∑
1≤i 6=j≤nt
Atij1{gti = g, gtj = g′}, O˜tgg′ :=
∑
1≤i 6=j≤nt
1{gti = g, gtj = g′},
It follows that
P(ktg = k | k−tg,Θ−k) ∝ 1{vtg ≤ pik}htgg(k, k)
∏
g′: g′ 6=g
h˜tgg′(k, ktg′)(3.10)
Let us simplify the last factor further. Writing h˜tgg′(k, ktg′) =
∏
`[h˜tgg′(k, `)]
1{ktg′=`}, we
have, using (3.9), ∏
g′: g′ 6=g
h˜tgg′(k, ktg′) =
∏
`
∏
g′: g′ 6=g
[h˜tgg′(k, `)]
1{ktg′=`}
=
∏
`
η(k, `)ζtg` [1− η(k, `)]Rtg`−ζtg` ,
where
ζtg` :=
∑
g′: g′ 6=g
ξ˜tgg′1{ktg′ = `} =
∑
g′: g′ 6=g
∑
1≤i 6=j≤nt
Atij1{gti = g, gtj = g′, ktg′ = `},(3.11)
and similarly
Rtg` :=
∑
g′: g′ 6=g
O˜tgg′1{ktg′ = `} =
∑
g′: g′ 6=g
∑
1≤i 6=j≤nt
1{gti = g, gtj = g′, ktg′ = `},(3.12)
Let Ktg := K(pi; vtg) := sup{k : vtg ≤ pik}. According to the above, ktg given
everything else will be distributed as
ktg | · · · ∼
(
δtg(k)
)
k∈ [Ktg ],
where
δtg(k) =
∏
`
η
ζtg`
k` [1− ηk`]Rtg`−ζtg` .
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3.5. Sampling η | · · · . Recalling zti = kt,gti , the relevant part of (3.1) is[ T∏
t=1
∏
1≤i<j≤nt
L
(
η(zti, ztj);Atij
)] ∏
1≤k≤`<∞
bαη ,βη(ηk`).
Using the fact that η(k, `) = ηk` is symmetric in its two arguments (that is, we treat ηk`
and η`k as the same variable), we have
p(ηk` | · · · ) ∝ ηλk`k` (1− ηk`)Nk`−λk` bαη ,βη(ηk`),
where for k 6= `.
λk` =
T∑
t=1
∑
1≤i 6=j≤nt
Atij1{zti = k, ztj = `}, Nk` =
T∑
t=1
∑
1≤i 6=j≤nt
1{zti = k, ztj = `},
(3.13)
and
λkk =
T∑
t=1
∑
1≤i<j≤nt
Atij1{zti = ztj = k}, Nkk =
T∑
t=1
∑
1≤i<j≤nt
1{zti = ztj = k}.(3.14)
Recalling that bαη ,βη(ηk`) ∝ ηαη−1k` (1− ηk`)βη−1 we conclude that
ηk` | · · · ∼ Beta
(
λk` + αη, Nk` − λk` + βη
)
.
Remark 1. Comparing with the updates in [1], we observe that, under HSBM, the up-
dates for k and g (which is equivalent to t in [1]) and η (which is equivalent to parameters
of f in [1]) are much more complex. For the usual HDP, the bottom layer is a simple mix-
ture model where observations are independent given the labels, and each, only depends
on its own label. This causes the posterior for k, g and the parameters of the mixture
components to factorize over their coordinates. In contrast, the SBM likelihood makes
each observation Atij dependent on two labels zti and ztj. This causes the posterior for
k, g and η to remain coupled under HSBM. Nevertheless, the Gibbs sampling scheme
above allows us to effectively sample from these coupled multivariate posteriors.
3.6. Summary. A summary of the overall slice sampler for HSBM is presented in Ap-
pendix A. For comparison, we have also included the corresponding slice sampler for a
single-layer DP-SBM, which can be thought of as HSBM with a single layer and with w1
set equal to pi. This model is essentially the same as the one considered in [25], but with
a different sampling algorithm. Comparing the two algorithms reveals the complexity
of the HSBM model relative the DP-SBM, hence the possibility of incorporating more
dependencies when applied to real multiplex data.
4. Simulation study
In this section, we use simulated data to demonstrate the applicability of our model and
the proposed algorithm. First, we simulate a hypothetical multilayer network, with each
layer representing the friendship network among contestants in a competition between
U.S. states (each state represented by a single person). For this simulation, cluster
assignments were done independently. For a second illustration, a multilayer network was
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simulated, but this time with dependence among cluster assignments. In this example,
we also study the effect of increasing the number of layers on the performance of the
algorithms.
We fit both the HSBM and the single-layer version, DP-SBM. The latter is fit sepa-
rately to each layer. The two algorithms are summarized in Appendix A. In each case,
we run the corresponding MCMC for ITRmax iterations, throw away the first burnin
(= 0.6 ·ITRmax or = ITRmax/2, usually) and use the rest of the samples for inference. As
we will see, in these simulations, our model clearly outperforms the models that assume
independence across layers.
Measuring performance. After obtaining the MCMC samples, the aim is usually to
calculate posterior summaries and, in a simulation study, compare them to the true pa-
rameters (cluster assignments and link probabilities in our case). With Bayesian mixture
models, however, we face the well-known label switching problem. A K-component mix-
ture is invariant to permutations of the labels of the components, and, as a consequence,
the posterior of the mixture parameters will have K! modes—making it impossible to
perform component specific inference directly from the MCMC draws.
To get around this issue, we measure the accuracy of the estimated cluster labels using
the normalized mutual information (NMI), a well-known measure of similarity between
two cluster assignments. NMI takes values in [0, 1] where 1 corresponds to a perfect
match. A random assignment against the truth is guaranteed to map to NMI ≈ 0. The
NMI penalizes mismatch quite aggressively. In our setting, an NMI ≈ 0.5 corresponds
to a roughly 90% match.
In the multiplex setting, we can compute at least two NMIs. For the first one, which
we refer to as the slicewise NMI, we compute the NMI between the cluster assignments
separately for each layer. We then either report these individually or report their average,
referred to as the average slicewise NMI. For the second one, which we refer to as the
aggregate NMI, we consider the labels for all the layers together and compute a single
NMI between the competing label assignments. Achieving a high aggregate NMI is more
challenging since it requires consistency both within and across layers.
MAP estimate. We also compute the maximum a posteriori (MAP) label assign-
ment, that is, for each node we find the label which is most likely according to the
posterior: argmaxk P(zti = k | · · · ). Associated with the MAP estimate, there is a
confidence which is the value of the posterior probability. To compute the MAP esti-
mate we use the posterior estimate given by 1
ITRmax−burnin
∑ITRmax
j=burnin+1 1(zˆ
(j)
ti = k) where
zˆ(j) = (zˆ
(j)
it ) is the label assignment at MCMC iteration j. Here, we ignore the potential
mismatch between zˆ(j) and zˆ(j
′) due to the potential label-switching. In practice, all
labels after MCMC convergence are coming from a single mode of the posterior as can
be verified by computing the NMI between consecutive samples z(j) and z(j+1).
4.1. A simulated multilayer friendship network. Consider, as an illustration, the
group of young women who run, every year, for the Miss America title. Each state holds
a preliminary competition to choose their delegate for the main race, and the winners
hold the title of Miss from their home state.
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Suppose that we are interested in identifying groups of competitors by their personalty
type: extrovert, introvert or ambivert (a balance between the former two). Let us
also suppose that around 40% of the female population in America can be classed as
extrovert, 35% introvert, and 25% is in the ambivert group. Assume that the distribution
of personality types among the contests of each edition of the Miss America competition
is similar to that of the general population.
After meeting each other in the competition, some of the girls tend to bond and
become friends at a social networking website. It is reasonable to assume that there is
a higher chance that the extrovert girls befriend themselves and others. On the other
hand, there is a lower chance that the introvert girls bond to other contestants. For
this simulation exercise, we consider the probabilities of friendship between and within
groups listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Hypothetical probability of friendship between young females in the U.S.A
Extrovert Ambivert Introvert
Extrovert 90% 75% 50%
Ambivert 75% 60% 25%
Introvert 50% 25% 10%
In this example, each edition of the competition is a layer and the competitors of each
state represent the nodes. Note, however, that given the distribution of the personality
types, the cluster assignments across layers are independent. That makes sense, since
the node for the state of Texas, for example, is represented by different girls in each
edition.
The probabilities within and between clusters characterize the clusters. The cluster
weights (i.e., proportion of nodes in each cluster) can vary, but are somewhat similar to
those of the general population of young females in America.
The observed data are the binary matrices of friendship between fifty girls (nt = 50),
for each one of T = 5 editions of the competition (say from year 2014 to 2018). Our aim
in this exercise is to be able to correctly classify the contenders into subgroups based on
their friendship matrices. Figure 2 shows the simulated networks and their adjacency
matrices, respectively.
Results. The algorithms were run for ITRmax = 5000 and burnin = 3000. Figure 3
shows both the slicewise NMI and the aggregate NMI for the two algorithms HSBM
and DP-SBM, the latter considered the single-layer version of HSBM. The NMIs are
computed between the MAP estimates in each case and the true labels; the boxplots are
obtained over 20 replications. As the figure clearly shows, HSBM improves on DP-SBM
even for the slicewise NMI which is computed separately for each layer. This consistent
advantage, even though the cluster assignments are conditionally independent, is due
to the ability of the proposed multilayer model to use all the layers to estimate the
probability of friendship within and between clusters. The multilayer model also takes
into account similarities between the cluster weights across different layers.
For the aggregate NMI, the advantage of HSBM is much more pronounced. This is
expected since DP-SBM does not have any means of matching the cluster assignments
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Figure 2. The five simulated networks and their corresponding adjacency ma-
trices for the Miss America example. Red nodes correspond to extrovert girls,
green corresponds to ambivert, and blue to introvert.
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Figure 3. Normalized mutual information (NMI) plots for the Miss America
example. Left: Slicewise NMI which is computed separately for each layer.
Right: Aggregate NMI, computed by considering all the layers together.
across layers. The aggregate NMI plot shows that HSBM indeed succeeds at obtaining
consistent cluster assignments across layers.
Figure 4 compares the posterior NMIs for the two methods. The posterior NMI is
computed by considering the NMI of each MCMC iteration (after the burnin period)
relative to the true label, for a single realization of the model. The plots, thus, show the
concentration of the posteriors around the true labeling (as measured by the NMI). A
similar behavior as in Figure 3 is observed, with visible improvements for slicewise NMIs
and a significant improvement for the aggregate NMI.
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Figure 4. Plots of the histogram of the posterior NMI for each layer and in
aggregate, for the Miss America example. The plots are obtained by evaluating
the (slicewise or aggregate) NMI of each iteration of the algorithm after the
burn-in period, relative to the true labels. The plots are for a single realization.
It is worth nothing that Figures 3 and 4 are not showing the same information in
different formats; the former shows the frequentist variation of the mode of the posterior
(over 20 trials) while the latter shows the variation of a single realization of the poste-
rior. For example, Figure 3 shows that even individual samples from the posterior are
performing well (i.e., have high NMI ' 0.5) without the aggregating effect of the MAP
procedure.
4.2. Simulated multiplex network with dependent layers. As a second example,
we simulate a sequence of layers, indexed by time, such that a given node is more likely
to belong to the same community in two consecutive layers. The labels of the first layer
are drawn from a k-component mixture with weights w = (w1, w1, . . . , wk)
′. Then, given
the layers up to time t − 1, the community labels for time t layer are sampled in the
following Markovian fashion: Each node i retains its label zt−1,i with probability p or is
assigned a random label from [k] \ {zt−1,i} with probability 1− p.
Here, we simulate a multiplex network with nt = 50 nodes, and k = 3 components, for
all layers t. We consider different number of layers T = 2, 4, 8 and 12. The labels of the
first layer are drawn from a mixture of three communities with equal weights. The label
retention probability is set to p = 0.9 for subsequent layers. The connection probability
matrix is
η∗ =
0.8 0.1 0.30.1 0.9 0.2
0.3 0.2 0.7
 .
Results. As in the previous example, we compare the performance of the proposed
model (HSBM) to the single layer models (DP-SBM) using the NMI for the MAP labels.
The algorithms were run for ITRmax = 2000 and burnin = ITRmax/2. Figure 5 shows
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Figure 5. Normalized mutual information (NMI) versus the number of lay-
ers for the dependent (Markovian) example. Left: Average slicewise NMI for
which the NMI is computed separately for each layer and then averaged. Right:
Aggregate NMI, computed by considering all the layers together.
the plots of the average slicewise NMI (left) and the aggregate NMI (right), versus the
number of layers (T ), over 8 replications. Note that we are generating from four models
with different number of layers.
The proposed HSBM clearly outperforms the single-layer model. Again, the gain is
due to using more information to estimate the cluster structure in each layer. This,
for example, is clear from the slicewise NMI plots, where for T = 2 the performance
of the proposed model is closer to the single-layer model, and the gap increases as T is
increased. We also note the significant boost HSBM provides in terms of the aggregate
NMI for large T .
5. Data analysis
In this section, we illustrate the performance of our model and algorithm on two real
data examples. First, we present an application on the Glasgow Teenage Friends and
Lifestyle Study (TFLS) dataset [8, 24, 28, 29]. Then, the model is applied to the Krebs
multiplex network of IT workers [21].
5.1. TFLS multiplex network. The Teenage Friends and Lifestyle Study was initially
aimed to identify the processes by which attitudes towards smoking and smoking behav-
ior change over adolescence (from early to mid teenage years). Students were followed
over a two year period starting in February 1995, with 160 thirteen-year-old students,
and ending in January 1997. From the original 160 students, only 135 were present
at all the three measurement points. The friendship networks were formed by allowing
the students to name up to six friends. Students were also asked about their lifestyle,
including substance use and leisure activities. The school was representative of others
in the region in terms of the social class composition [8].
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Figure 6. Three layers of the multiplex friendship network of the TFLS
dataset. Each column corresponds to a different year, i.e., a different layer.
The colors (and also shapes) denote the two genders, with green circles repre-
senting girls and yellow squares representing boys.
For this study, we considered the 135 students who were present at all the measurement
points. Figure 6 shows the friendship networks using a Fruchterman-Reingold layout
obtained by igraph [11]. The nodes are colored by gender making it easy to observe that
kids of the same gender tend congregate together. Two different shapes (circles versus
squares) are also used to indicate the gender of a node. Later, we keep these shapes to
represent gender, while changing the color to represent the communities inferred by the
algorithm (cf. Figure 7). In this data, the estimated probability of friendship between
two boys is 5.54%, between two girls is 2.50% and between a boy and a girl is 2.57%.
The average degrees of the three layers are 5.04, 4.93 and 4.96, respectively.
Results. We ran Algorithm 1 for 10000 iterations, and used the last 5000 for inference.
The hyperparameters were set at α0 = γ0 = 5. Figure 7 shows the results. The nodes
are colored by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) cluster assignments for each layer. The
shades indicate posterior confidence, i.e., the posterior probability of the MAP label: the
darker the color, the higher the posterior probability. The shape of a node indicates the
student’s gender as in Figure 6.
For the top row in Figure 7, we fixed the layout to be that of year 1995 for all the
layers. The bottom row shows the 1996 and 1997 layers with layouts that were free to
adapt to the structure of the network.
It is interesting to note that the HSBM inference has converged to a 2-community
structure for all the layers. The labels of the two communities are also the same across
the layers, indicating that the model believes the same communities are present in all
the layers (for example, color blue corresponds to the same community label in all the
years). The structure of the communities however changes across layers. This is natural
since the connections among the nodes change quite considerably from year to year, as
can be seen from the fixed layout networks (top row in Figure 7).
On the other hand, as the free layout plots show (bottom row in Figure 7) the inferred
community structure is very reasonable, bisecting each network into two pieces with few
connections in between. Note that the inferred communities do not correspond to the
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Figure 7. Multiplex friendship network of the TFLS dataset. Each column
corresponds to a different year, i.e., a different layer. The nodes are colored
according to their maximum a posteriori (MAP) community assignment by the
HSBM algorithm. The shade (i.e., transparency) indicates posterior confidence,
with darker colors representing a higher posterior value for the MAP label. The
top row shows all the networks with the fixed layout of the 1995 network. The
bottom row plots the 1996 and 1997 networks with layouts that were allowed
to adapt to their structure.
bisection of the network by gender. Both communities contain nodes of different genders.
It is also interesting to note that low confidence assignment occurs for some of the nodes
at the boundary of the two communities in each layer.
5.2. Krebs multiplex network of IT workers. We next consider the data that was
collected by Valdis Krebs in the IT Department of a Fortune 500 company. The data and
the following description is available from [21] (the original source is unknown). Fifty-six
individuals were surveyed. The first 7 were administrative staff, the next 12, 17 and 17
were together in three different departments and the last 3 were executives. In plotting
the networks, we draw nodes in these groups with the following shapes: sphere, circle,
square, triangle and star.
Each individual was surveyed on five kinds of interactions (links):
(1) BUSINESS-1: With whom do you work with in Business Process 1?
(2) BUSINESS-2: With whom do you work with in Business Process 2?
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Figure 8. Krebs multiplex network, fixed layouts. The layouts are constrained
to be the same as the first layer. From top-left to bottom-right, the layers are
BUSINESS-1, BUSINESS-2, ADVICE, TECHNICAL and CUSTOMER. The shape of the
nodes indicate their group: sphere = administrative, star = executive, and
circle, square, and triangle each represents one of the three departments. The
color of the nodes indicate the MAP communities estimated by HSBM.
.
(3) ADVICE: Who do you seek for advice before making a key decision?
(4) TECHNICAL: Who do you seek for technical expertise in IT?
(5) CUSTOMER: With whom do you discuss customer needs and issues?
They also reported the frequency of their interactions in each category on five levels (from
yearly or less, to daily and more). The interactions were directed. We have ignored the
frequency and direction and only considered the binary symmetric adjacency matrices
representing whether there was any interaction.
Results. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of fitting HSBM to Krebs network. In
Figure 8, the layouts are all fixed to be the same as the first layer, while in Figure 9,
they are free to adapt to the structure of the network at each layer. The hyperparameters
of HSBM were set to α0 = γ0 = 1 and ITRmax = 2burnin = 10000. The color of the
nodes denote the estimated MAP communities.
The model consistently recovers three communities in each of the layers. This is
consistent with the existence of three big departments. (The administrative staff and
executives are assigned to one of these communities in each layer.) A feature of the
estimated labels is the matching between communities at different layers. For example,
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Figure 9. Krebs example, free layouts. The same as Figure 8 but with layouts
allowed to adapt to the structure of the network in each layer.
according to HSBM the red community is the same in all layers meaning that it has the
same signature connectivity vector to other communities. This is confirmed in Figure 10
where separate estimates of the connectivity matrix based on the labels of each layer are
plotted.
Figure 8 reveals the following interesting point: Roughly the same nodes are assigned
to the same communities in layers BUSINESS-1, BUSINESS-2 and TECHNICAL. This is
very reasonable and indicates that the nature of technical collaboration is the same
among the individuals. Note that the TECHNICAL layer is sparser, especially over the
blue community, and without the signal from the other two layers, classifying the blue
nodes into the same community would be difficult.
6. Discussion
In this work, we proposed a novel Bayesian model for community detection in multi-
plex networks by adopting the well-known HDP as a prior distribution for community
assignments. Under the random partition prior, a block model is assumed. This model
facilitates flexible modeling of community structure as well as link probabilities with its
ability of incorporating potential dependency and borrowing strength among networks
from different layers. For posterior inference of HSBM, we develop an efficient slicer
sampler. The principles behind the slice sampler can be applied to developing sampling
algorithms for many other models. Future work will be focused on developing models for
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Figure 10. Estimated connectivity matrices for each layer of the Krebs net-
work. We have used the labels of each layer to estimate the connectivity matrix
η, separately for each layer, using the empirical averages. The plots confirm
that communities 1 (red), 2 (green) and 3 (blue) play roughly the same roles in
each layer.
community detection in networks with covariates, and for inference of network-valued
objects.
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Appendix A. Summary of sampling algorithms
Algorithm 1 summarizes the slicer sampler for HSBM presented in Section 3. For
comparison, we have also included the slice sampler for a single-layer DP-SBM in Al-
gorithm 2, obtained by the same principle as discussed in Section 3. DP-SBM can be
considered a single layer (T = 1) version of HSBM with w1 = pi.
A.1. Slice sampler for single-layer DP-SBM. For the sake of completeness, let us
also derive the slice sampler for the single-layer version of our model which can be thought
of as the usual SBM with a DP prior on the latent communities. In the single-layer case,
with a single adjacency matirx A, the model simplifies to
γ | α0 ∼ GEM(α0),
zi | γ ∼ γ, i = 1, . . . , n.
η = (ηxy)
iid∼ Beta(αη, βη)
A | z,η ∼ SBM(z,η).
(A.1)
The full joint distribution of the model including the augmentation by variable u = (ui)
introduced for slice sampling is given by
p(A, z,η,γ ′,u)
=
∏
1≤i<j≤n
L
(
η(zi, zj);Aij
) n∏
i=1
1{ui ≤ γzi}
∞∏
z=1
bα0(γ
′
z)
∏
1≤k≤`<∞
bαη ,βη(ηk`).
(A.2)
Sampling (u,γ ′) | · · · . As usual, we first we sample (u | γ ′,Θ−uγ′), where Θ−uγ′
collects all variables except u and γ ′. This density factorizes and coordinate posteriors
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Algorithm 1 Slice sampler for HSBM
1: Initialize Gcapt and K
cap to pre-specified values (say 10).
2: Initialize gt and kt to all-ones vectors.
3: Initialize (uti) and (vtg) to independent uniform variables.
4: while not CONVERGED, nor maximum iterations reached do
5: for t = 1, . . . , T do
6: Sample γ′tg ∼ Beta
(
ng(gt) + 1, n>g(gt) + α0
)
for all g ∈ [Gcapt ].
7: Let [γt]1:Gcapt ← [F (γ ′t)]1:Gcapt .
8: Let Gti ← max{g : uti ≤ γtg}, ∀i ∈ [nt] and Gt ← maxi=1,...,nt Gti.
9: end for
10: Sample pi′k ∼ Beta
(
nk(k) + 1, n>k(k) + γ0
)
for all k ∈ [Kcap].
11: Let [pi]1:Kcap ← [F (pi′)]1:Kcap .
12: Let Ktg ← max{k : vtg ≤ pik}, ∀g ∈ [Gcapt ], t ∈ [T ].
13: Let Kt ← maxgKtg, and K ← maxtKt.
14: Let λk` and Nk` be as in (3.13) and (3.14).
15: Sample ηk` ∼ Beta
(
λk` + αη, Nk` − λk` + βη
)
for all k, ` ∈ [Kcap].
16: Let ak` := a(k, `)← log ηk`1−ηk` and bk` := b(k, `)← log(1− ηk`).
17: for t = 1, . . . , T do
18: Let ζtg` and Rtg` be as in (3.11) and (3.12).
19: Compute ξtgg and Otgg by setting g
′ = g in (3.6).
20: Sample, for all g ∈ [Gcapt ],
ktg ∼
(
exp
[
akk ξtgg + bkkOtgg +
∑
`
ak` ζtg` + bk`Rtg`
])
k∈ [Ktg ]
.
21: Sample vtg ∼ Unif(0, piktg) for all g ∈ [Gcapt ].
22: Let τti` and mti` be as in (3.5).
23: Sample gti ∼
(
exp
[∑
` a(ktg, `) τti` + b(ktg, `)mti`
] )
g ∈ [Gti]
for all i ∈ [nt].
24: Sample uti ∼ Unif(0, γt,gti) for all i ∈ [nt].
25: Set zti ← kt,gti .
26: end for
27: end while
are p(ui | γ ′,Θ−uγ′) ∝ 1{ui ≤ γzi}, that is
ui | γ ′,Θ−uγ′ ∼ Unif(0, γzi).
Next we sample from (γ ′ | Θ−uγ′). To do this, we marginalize out u from the joint
distribution leading to the usual block sampler updates: The posterior factorizes over z
and we have
γ′z | γ ′−z,Θ−uγ′ ∼ Beta
(
nz(z) + 1, n>z(z) + α0
)
.(A.3)
Note that here z ∈ N is a dummy variable indexing γ ′ = (γ′z), whereas z = (zi) is the
current vector of node labels.
Sampling z | · · · . This posterior does not factorize but from (3.1), we have
P(zi = z | z−i,Θ−z) ∝
∏
j∈[n]\{i}
L
(
η(z, zj);Aij
)
1{ui ≤ γz}.(A.4)
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Algorithm 2 Slice sampler for single-layer DP-SBM
1: Initialize Zcap to a pre-specified value (say 10).
2: Initialize z to the all-ones vector.
3: Initialize (ui) independent uniform variables.
4: while not CONVERGED, nor maximum iterations reached do
5: Sample γ′z ∼ Beta
(
nz(z) + 1, n>z(z) + α0
)
for all z ∈ [Zcap].
6: Let [γ]1:Zcap ← [F (γ ′)]1:Zcap .
7: Let Zi ← max{z : ui ≤ γz},∀i ∈ [n] and Z ← maxi=1,...,n Zi.
8: doubling(Z, Zcap)
9: Sample ηk` ∼ Beta
(
λk` + αη, Nk` − λk` + βη
)
for all k, ` ∈ [Zcap].
10: Let ak` ← log ηk`1−ηk` and bk` ← log(1− ηk`).
11: Let τi` and mi` be as in (A.5).
12: Sample zi ∼
(
exp
[∑
` az` τi` + bz`mi`
] )
z ∈ [Zi]
for all i ∈ [n].
13: Sample ui ∼ Unif(0, γzi) for all i ∈ [n].
14: end while
15: macro doubling(K,Kcap)
16: if K < Kcap, then continue else Kcap ← 1.5Kcap and go to the previous iteration.
Let Zi := Z(z;ui) := sup{z : ui ≤ γz}. According to the above zi given everything else
will be distributed as
zi | · · · ∼
(
ρi(z)
)
z ∈ [Zi],
where we have defined
ρi(g) :=
∏
j∈[n]\{i}
L
(
η(z, zj);Aij
)
=
∏
j∈[n]\{i}
∏
`
[
L
(
η(z, `);Aij
)]1{zj=`}
=
∏
j∈[n]\{i}
∏
`
[
η
Aij
z` [1− ηz`]1−Aij
]1{zj=`}
=
∏
`
ητi`z` [1− ηz`]mi`−τi`
where
τi` :=
∑
j∈[n]\{i}
Aij1{zj = `}, mi` :=
∑
j∈[n]\{i}
1{zj = `}.(A.5)
Sampling η | · · · . These updates are exactly those of the multilayer case with T = 1.
The slice-sampler for the single-layer DP-SBM is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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